New Years Conference Call
“A Vision Quest for the New Age: The Phoenix Rising Within”
December 29 thru January 1, 2007
Om Mani Padme Hum OM

In the name of the light of God that never fails, my own beloved mighty I AM that I AM, in the name of my own beloved Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Holy Christ/Buddha Selves of all lightbearers throughout cosmos, beloved Vajrasattva, the Five Dhyani Buddhas, Cyclopea, John the Beloved, Eriel, Kuthumi, El Morya, Helios and Vesta, Mighty Cosmos, Mother Mary, Maitreya, Gautama, The Great Divine Director, Mighty Victory, all the legions of light and angelic hosts from out the Cosmic Void and the Great Silence, all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas of heaven, Lanello, the Buddha Mother and all true messengers of God, all ascended and cosmic beings, legions of angels and archangels, Elohim, gnomes, undines, sylphs and salamanders, the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, worlds without end, I pray

Beloved Archangel Michael and hosts of the Lord, we call forth your God-protection, divine direction and the will of God into every aspect of our upcoming New Years Conference, “A Vision Quest for the New Age: The Phoenix Rising Within,” taking place December 29, 2006 thru January 1, 2007 at the Wingate Hotel, 2520 North Central Avenue, Phoenix Arizona. We call to you Mighty Astrea for the binding of all energies not of the light that may be directed towards our beloved Messengers, to all persons who are assisting in the coordination and preparation of this event, to all travelers coming to this event, to Cynthia Athina Kemp Scherer, our invited guest, and to the staff of the Wingate Hotel. We call forth the encirclement and God-protection of the AV equipment and all those in charge of the AV equipment at this conference. We call to you beloved Archangel Michael for the God-protection and perfect health, harmony and attunement of each individual who is a part of this event.

We call forth the golden radiance of Kuthumi, Maitreya and Gautama upon all those delivering presentations and upon all those who will be hearing these presentations that the Inner Mysteries and the Inner Word may be made known and understood by one and all.

We call to you Beloved Saint Germain and to your violet flame angels to establish a mighty spiral of violet fire around the Wingate Hotel on Central Ave in Phoenix and around the surrounding area, that this place may be cleared of all records not of the light going back to the very beginning of time, that we may see a great God Victory in establishing and anchoring the foundation of the incoming Golden Age on all levels and that God may have His perfect work through this conference.

Beloved Mighty Astrea and Hosts of the Lord, we call for the binding of all energies not of the light known or unknown, that may be directed towards this event. We especially call for the binding of all records of misuse of the sacred fire that has resulted in the perversion of the Divine Love that has ever come forth from the hearts and retreats of John the Beloved and beloved Eriel, even that perversion of the love of the Divine Mother which has turned to gambling, to the desecration of the body of man, woman and child in the neighboring state of Nevada.

Mighty Astrea, lock your circle and sword of blue flame around all those who are meant to attend this event. Cut them loose and set them free. (3x). We call upon Kuan Yin to release a dispensation of mercy upon those who are to see the advertising and poster for this event, they may be cut free this day and arrive safely to this conference. We call upon Omri-Tas to release a cascade of violet love from his boundless reservoir of violet fire unto these souls.

In the name of Mighty Victory, we claim a complete victory for this event, and we claim the victory of every soul who is to be present at this event. We call forth a stupendous anchoring of light for the God-Victory of the global clearance work that is to be done in clearing the way and in establishing the foundation for the incoming Golden Age and solar civilization on this planet.

Beloved Father Supreme, we seal this prayer in the heart of the cosmic Christ and in the hearts of the faithful and true everywhere.
Always Only Victory! (4x) Amen
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